30	THE EMPTY QUARTER
It was at the trot that Al Bahraniya showed her true merits,
her paces being perfect, though in desert travel such as ours
there is little or no trotting. I rode her, however, during the
pilgrimage and could have found nothing more charming.
What are you two talking about, I asked of Zayid and 'Ali
riding up to them on one occasion, that you ride so far ahead,
forgetting us all—perhaps secrets that you would not have
me hear 1 No, laughed 'Ali, just gossiping, talking of jour-
neys, raids and women. That is the way with us Badu, we
wear away time and distance with our talk. I had noticed a
few stray locusts as we rode and asked them if they had seen
any swarms. 'Ali had seen them in large numbers during
three days about the beginning ofSha'ban in the Habl district
about 'Araira, whither he had gone with the governor of the
Hasa on a bustard-shooting expedition. I had myself seen
an immense flight of the insects in the 'Arma uplands about
the same time while similarly engaged with the King, and
the great cars charging through them in pursuit of bustard
must have slain tens of thousands. The mangled corpses
decorated the radiators, while insects in flight hurtled against
our heads and faces like rifle-bullets. Zayid had also seen
swarms at Sikak at the same time when returning by that
way from his Oman expedition. The swarm seen by myself
had appeared to be moving south, but it missed the Hasa
by some dispensation of Providence and does not seem
to have done any damage to crops within the borders of
Arabia.
We halted for an hour about noon in the plain of Marbakh1
al Sa'qa for coffee, and I made the most of the mist-filtered
simshine to wander about in search of insects among the
scanty gravel-patches amid the sands. My whole bag con-
sisted of a single desert Mantid. Otherwise there was not a
sign of life anywhere though I noticed the trails of larks
running in and out among the bushes seeking their food.
Little mounds of sand lay to the south-east of the bushes,
while in.the open the surface was ruffled into surf-like crests
breaking in the same direction from the long smooth waves
. 1The term is generally applied to flat or slightly undulating desert
pasture-lands.

